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I am spilling the beans unofficially that well-known inspirational speaker, author, and trainer
Francis Kong has accepted my invitation to come to Zamboanga City again. He was been here
several times in the past. A personality that I admire for more than a decade, Francis has been
my mentor and a good friend. He has that aura that influence over his audience to be godly and
to do things right for your family, workplace, and for God.
Sharing today in Pep Talk are some of his inputs that he posted in his Facebook account. Wait
for the details of his upcoming event before the year ends in Zamboanga City.
Words of wisdom from Francis Kong:
“I have dealt with different kinds of personality whether in business or in the academe. From the
wealthy and the powerful to the lowly and the humble and here is my finding: Everybody is
vulnerable to hurt and pains. Some cope with it well, others disguise it better but every person
hurts. This is why we need to be kind to everyone no matter what their social status is. A small
act of kindness leaves a big impact and may heal a hurting soul.”
Somebody says: "A new idea is delicate. It can be killed by a sneer or a yawn, stabbed to death
by a quip, or worried to death by a frown." So do not be discouraged easily. Present your case
very well but also be open to suggestions and criticism.
“Many fathers messed up in their lives before but now they are all fixed up. When I see broken
families restored, relationships healed, sins forgiven. This comes to mind CS Lewis: "God loves
us not because we are good. But that God will make us good because He loves us. Just as the
roof of the greenhouse does not attack the sun because it is bright, but becomes bright because
the sun shines on it."
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